ABOUT
Lowes Xtreme Airsports was established in 2011 and it is located
near downtown Provo. Lowes is an open gynmasium full of trampolines, foam pits, tumbling mats, a ninja course, and a kids play
area. It is a great place to go on a date or to throw a company or
birthday party.

CHALLENGE
Lowes Xtreme Airsports main
challenge was lack of conent
and brand awareness. They
struggled to see if any of their
current Facebook advertising
campaigns were bringing new
customers in the door.The
goal of our marketing campaign was to generate content
that helped build their current
brand and to advertise their
unique discount nights and
promote celebrating with
Lowes. Our goal was to create
posts that were interesting, engaging, and value-adding, that
they can use with A/B testing
to see if we could help boost
engagement on their Facebook Ad Campagins.

TESTIMONIAL

“The team was easy
going and fun to work
with. They handled
themselves very
professionally and
helped to create
content that will
benefit us with
future projects
and campaigns.”
- Zak Haws
(Marketing Manager)

SOLUTION
Our team created a plan to create engaging social media content
to increase online traffic for Lowes Xtreme Airsports. This was
done first, by having a photoshoot at Lowes Xtreme Airsports,
where we set up photo opportunities for the different types of
content we wanted to provide. This photoshoot took a lot of coordination and time both at the event and after. Several people
were recruited by the team to fulfill the different demographics we
needed for each photo. We took over 2000 photos at the photoshoot and provided Lowes with a large variety of pictures to use
in social media posts. With the photos from our photoshoot we
were able to create eye catching content and tag lines to allow
the company to create ads for A/B testing on Facebook. We also
created a content calendar for the company that gives them posts
ideas, days of the week to post and buyer personas. This content
calendar will allow them to easily pick a picture and add a tagline
to any future posts.

KEY RESULTS
With the content we received from the photo shoot, we put together 10 different social media post ideas, as well and a content calendar that Lowes can use when creating organic content for their
different social media platforms. We also ran two different paid ad
campaigns for Facebook to help increase brand awareness. From
these campaigns, we were able to increase actions on the page
by 40%, video views by 370%, and people reached by 658%.
Through our marketing plan, we were able to create new content
and photos for Lowes to use, increase their brand awareness,
and increase the number of people their brand was reaching.
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